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Synthesis and tomographic characterization of the displaced Fock state of light
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~Received 27 February 2002; published 24 July 2002!

Displaced Fock states of the electromagnetic field have been synthesized by overlapping the pulsed optical
single-photon Fock stateu1& with coherent states on a high-reflection beam splitter and completely character-
ized by means of quantum homodyne tomography. The reconstruction reveals nonclassical properties of dis-
placed Fock states, such as negativity of the Wigner function and photon number oscillations. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time complete tomographic reconstruction has been performed on a highly nonclassical
optical state.
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Displaced Fock states~DFS! are highly nonclassical state
of harmonic oscillators generated by acting upon Fock~num-
ber! states with displacement operators. First theoretic
described in 1973 by Boiteux and Levelut@1#, these states
have received widespread attention in the last decade. A
from a number of interesting and unusual physical proper
DFS possess@2–7#, it was shown that a random quantu
state’s quasiprobability distribution can be represented a
series of displaced number states@8–10#. This feature has
then been used experimentally to measure the Wigner fu
tions of some states of propagating light@11,12#, electromag-
netic field in a high-finesse cavity@13,14#, as well as for
characterization of motional quantum states of trapped at
@15#. The DFS representation of the Wigner function has a
led to a surprising theoretical prediction@16# and an experi-
mental demonstration@17# of quantum nonlocality of the
original Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen state.

Although DFS have proven appealing to theoreticians
useful for various applications, their experimental charac
ization has not been reported yet, the main reason being
lack of technology of their synthesis. Recent progress
quantum reconstruction of the single-photon Fock state@18#
has removed this obstacle, opening up the path to genera
and characterization of more complex quantum states
light. In the present work we have produced displac
single-photon Fock states of the light field and investiga
them by means of quantum optical homodyne tomogra
@19#. As in our previous experiment@18#, we have observed
classically impossible negative values of the Wigner fu
tions. In addition, we have seen photon number oscillati
that are viewed as signatures of highly nonclassical beha
typical for displaced Fock states@5#.

An important difference between the undisplaced and
placed Fock states is that the latter do carry phase infor
tion and complete, phase-sensitive quantum tomograph
therefore required for their reconstruction. This work p
sents, to our knowledge, the first application of this meth
to a highly nonclassical state of light@20#.

The action of the displacement operatorD̂(a)[exp(aâ†

2a* â) upon a random quantum stateuc0& is best visualized
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in terms of phase-space quasiprobability distributions.
acting on the stateuc0&, the displacement operator simp
shifts its Wigner functionWuc0&(X,P) by the amount of dis-
placement,

WD̂(a)uc0&~X,P!5Wuc0&~X2X0 ,P2P0!, ~1!

whereX0 and P0 are the real and imaginary components
the displacement amount,a5X01 iP0. For example, a co-
herent state is a displaced vacuum state:ua&5D̂(a)u0&.

It was shown@11,21# that displacing a state of light can b
implemented experimentally by overlapping it with a stro
coherent stateua& upon a highly reflecting beam splitter~Fig.
1!. The quantum state emerging in the reflection~with re-
spect touc0&) beam-splitter output port is to a good approx
mation given by

uc&'D̂~ATa!uc0&, ~2!

whereT→0 is the beam-splitter transmission.
In our work, the displacement operator was applied to

single-photon Fock stateu1&. The optical pulses containing
single photons were prepared using conditional meas
ments on the entangled photon pair generated by mean
parametric down-conversion. The two generated phot
were separated into two emission channels according to t
propagation direction~Fig. 2!. A single-photon counter was
placed into one of the channels to detect photon-pair crea
events. Registration of this~trigger! photon causes the bipho

FIG. 1. Optical implementation of the displacement opera
The beam splitter must be highly reflective.
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ton to collapse, projecting itself onto the single-photon st
in the other down-conversion channel. Detailed theoret
discussion of this technique can be found in Refs.@22–24#

The setup for preparing the single-photon states was s
lar to that described in our earlier papers@18,25#. A 82-MHz
repetition rate train of 1.6-ps pulses generated by a Spe
Physics Ti:sapphire laser at 790 nm was frequency dou
and subsequently down converted in a beta-barium bo
crystal. The down-conversion occurred in a type-one f
quency degenerate, but spatially nondegenerate config
tion. Pair-production events were detected via a Perk
Elmer SPCM-AQR-14 single-photon counting module as
rate of 300–400 pairs per second.

The prepared pulsed Fock states were then subjecte
optical displacement by means of a dielectric mirror with t
reflectivity of at least 99.9% and a relatively strong coher
beam entering the mirror from the rear. The electric-fie
quadratures of the displaced Fock states were then meas
by means of balanced homodyne detection@26#.

These measurements required a local oscillator that ha
be phase stable with respect to the displacement field.
was achieved by having both fields originate from a sin

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The role of a high-reflection be
splitter is played by a regular dielectric mirror.

FIG. 3. Raw~normalized! homodyne output dataXm and recon-
structed Wigner functionsW(X,P). ~a! vacuum state;~b! coherent
state; ~c! Fock state;~d! displaced Fock state. In~b! and ~d!, a
50.60.
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master laser beam. Since the two beams were recomb
shortly after splitting on the 50% beam splitter of the hom
dyne detector, the optical arrangement resembled a Ma
Zehnder interferometer~Fig. 2! with a ;20-cm arm length.
Such compact design ensured mutual interferometric sta
ity of the local oscillator and the displacement field. T
interference observed between the transmitted portion of
displacement pulse and the local oscillator allowed us to
timize spatial and temporal mode matching between the t
Since the optical mode of the local oscillator was a
matched to the Fock states@18,24#, all three modes were
matched to each other as required for this measurement

The local oscillator phase was swept by applying a lin
voltage ramp to a piezoelectric transducer upon which
local oscillator mirror was mounted. In an experimental r
that lasted a few minutes several tens of thousands qua
ture noise samples were acquired. These data were sc
according to the vacuum state quadrature noise measur
the same local oscillator intensity.

The scaled experimental data, along with the rec
structed Wigner functions, are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3~a!
represents the vacuum stateu0& acquired with both the
single-photon and the displacement beam blocked. Invok

FIG. 4. Diagonal elements of the displaced Fock state den
matrices in the Fock representation:~a! a50.6; ~b! a51.3; ~c! a
52.4. Black dots: experimental values determined via the quan
state sampling technique. White columns: theory for givena andh.
Gray columns: theory for coherent states with the samea.
1-2
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the displacement operatorD̂(a) converts the vacuum stat
into a coherent stateua& @Fig. 3~b!#. Figure 3~c! corresponds
to the ensembler̂mix5hu1&^1u1(12h)u0&^0u acquired
with the single-photon channel unblocked. The admixture
the vacuum is explained by imperfections in preparing a
measuring the Fock state, such as nonunitary quantum
ciency of the homodyne detector, dark counts of the sing
photon detector, impurity of the optical mode of the con
tionally prepared photon, etc.@18,24#. The measuremen
efficiency reached the value ofh50.62. The displacemen
operator transformedr̂mix into a mixture of the DFS and a
coherent state of the same amplitude@Fig. 3~d!#,

r̂disp5hD̂~a!u1&^1uD̂†~a!1~12h!ua&^au. ~3!

The Wigner function of this ensemble is negative around
point X1 iP5a as long ash.0.5.

The phase-averaged Wigner functions shown in F
3~a!,~c! were calculated by means of Abel transformatio
Reconstruction of the phase-sensitive Wigner functions@Fig.
3~b!,~d!# was performed via the inverse Radon transform
tion. To this end, each individual quadrature noise sampleXm
was associated with a particular local oscillator phase va
um , determined by analyzing the periodic behavior of t
raw data pattern; due to a large number of acquired data
dependence ofum on m could be assumed linear. We hav
then applied the standard filtered back-projection algorit
@27# directly to the set of normalized quadrature noi
samples in terms of an empirical average:

W~X,P!5
1

p
^K~X cosum1P sinu2Xm!&, ~4!

where K(x)5@cos(kc x)1kc xsin(kcx)21#/x2 is the transfor-
mation kernel,kc56.4 is the cutoff frequency, andum ranges
between 0 and 2p. This approach is simpler and more pr
cise than the traditional one involving an intermediate step
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binning up the data and calculating individual marginal d
tributions associated with each phase. Fitting the rec
structed Wigner functions yielded the values ofa and h
associated with each ensemble.

We have also evaluated the diagonal elements of the D
density matrices in the Fock representation by applying
standard quantum state sampling method@27–29#. As dis-
played in Fig. 4, the distributions associated with high a
plitudes exhibit two peaks. This is a well-known charact
istic feature of displaced Fock states, with the number
peaks for the stateD̂(a)un& being equal ton11 @5#. The
theoretical fits shown were obtained by substituting the p
ton statistics of the displaced Fock and coherent states
the ensemble~3!. Note that the classical noise generated
the homodyne detector at large displacements has low
the effective quantum efficiency from the values observed
undisplaced Fock states in the same experimental run.
amount of reduction was equal to 0.02 and 0.10 fora51.3
anda52.4, respectively,

In conclusion, we have synthesized the displaced F
state of light, the displaced Fock state, and reconstructe
Wigner function and density matrix by means of optical h
modyne tomography. This state exhibits highly nonclass
features such as negativity of its Wigner function and pho
number oscillations. An unconventional approach to the
verse Radon transformation was employed.

In the present work we investigated the quantum state
only one of the beam-splitter output channels, discarding
other one. In a future publication@30# we subject both chan
nels to quantum measurements and study their nonclas
correlations demonstrating the entangled nature of the t
mode state emerging from the beam splitter.
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